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Church Council Chair Skip Wise opened the council meeting with prayer. 
 
January meeting minutes approved with 15 voting for, seconded by Sherri.  
 
 
Meeting proposals 
 
It was discussed that odd months would be focused on administration, with 
even months being vision.  
 
A document titled “The Secret Reason Why Good Churches Die” was 
shared. Skip Wise stated that getting back on track he would like the 
committees to establish their own vision statements to be out there and 
take actions to support those visions.  
 
Skip suggested members go back and review the leadership training 
presentation to use as a guideline to work through when putting together 
the various committee discussions.  
 



 
 
Review Committee Reports 
 
Skip opened discussion for Justice and Reconciliation Chair Johnson Kelly. 
Johnson wanted to stress the urgency of the Council of Bishops 
statements, that they have concerns about our country and community 
calling for local support as well as action. Johnson and his committee want 
to know where the church sits on these issues and he wants to know how 
we can support the Council of Bishops statements.  
 
Skip Wise proposed we get more information and education on these 
issues before deciding further actions or decisions. Johnson agreed 
education needed to be the first step.  
 
Finance Chair Sherri Ladislas met with Dick Strachan and talked about a 
planning session for action. They will consult with Senior Pastor Randy 
Blanton to plan a course of action. Pastor Randy warned the council not to 
get into the trap of “Is this Right or Left Politically” but remember that what 
we do has to be rooted somewhere in the scriptures.  
 
 
Vision  
 
Pastor Randy Blanton shared a document, “Church Models Trends – 
2022”. We looked at 3 different models of churches in the document 
outlining the differences of each one. Randy described each of the 3 
models and then the church council voted unofficially on which one we 
wanted to fall under. We then voted on which model we thought we 
currently fell under. Randy then broke down each of the 3 models as the 
family model, program model, and strategic model. Associate Pastor Carrie 
Carpenter cautioned the council not to focus on the hard numbers 
associated with the models as our membership numbers have been off due 
to COVID. Randy shared that we currently function between the program 
and strategic model.  
 
Pastor Randy wanted the council to focus on two things. He wants us to 
feel a sense of urgency and that something has to change as we are at a 
crossroads. Pastor Randy shared two graphs titled “Declining Median 
Worship Attendance among US Congregations” and “Plenty of Small 



Congregations but Fewer People in Them.” The other thing Pastor Randy 
wanted us to think about was an article he shared called “The Secret 
Reason Why Good Churches Die.”  
 
 
Pastor Randy Blanton closed the council meeting with prayer.  
 
 
Minutes submitted by Trey Whisnant, church council recording secretary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


